1. If X is a real Banach space and 5 is a subspace of the second conjugate space X**,, let K(S) be the «»»-sequential closure of 5 in X**; thus if FEX**, then FEK(S) if and only if F is the w*-limit of a sequence in S. If J is the canonical mapping from X into X**, then K(JX) is norm-closed in X** [3] . In the present paper it is shown that K(K(JX)) can fail to be norm-closed in X**, thus answering a question raised in [4] . The proof is a modification of the proof in [4] that K(K(JP)) can fail to be norm-closed in X** for P a cone in X. Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem [2, p. 110] shows that {Jxn} is «(»-convergent to an element FEK(JX) which depends only on z. The correspondence z-+F thus obtained is an isometric isomorphism from L(X) onto K(JX), and for simplicity of notation we shall henceforth identify L(X) and K(JX). In like manner, L(L(X)) and K(K(JX)) are isometrically isomorphic and will be identified with each other.
The main result will be shown to follow from the following theorem. + cx({t.r-v^Púj)), and the sequence {#j,},,ew is pointwise convergent to the function (2.3) xo = x({spi:p Q o>, i < 2'} U {2 + Spcp Qu,i < 2"}).
It is easily verified that the norm of each xpq and each xp is c, whereas ||*o|| =1. Thus {xpipQw} QK(JX), and x0QK(K(JX)).
Now let {y*]j,ea be an arbitrary sequence in K(JX) which is w*-convergent to x0; we must show that lim inf"||yA|| ^c. Each yh can be regarded as the pointwise limit of a bounded sequence {y**}te« in X. Without changing lim inf"|| y*||, we can assume that y*(l/2) = 1 for each h. Since {xpq:p, qQw} generates X, each yhk can be taken in the form (2. Iyh(tw)I <ec£o_1 for all h^Hi and v<p0.
Observe that yhk(tpp-2-2p-«-2)-yhk(tpp-2-2p-<'-1) =a£J in every case. Thus ajj^lim* a" exists for all h, p, q, and lim* 0^ = 0 for every pair (p, q). Since i0 is odd, there are only a finite number N of pairs (p, q) such that p<po and xvq assumes nonzero values on /<>• Hence there exists H2^Hi such that ¡ajj <eAr_1 for each h^H2 and each pair (p, q) such that xpq assumes nonzero values on I0 and p<po. Now fix an integer h^H2. Since yh is a Baire function of the first class, yh must have a point of continuity in the interval G= {2+t:tEl}; then since lyH*)! <e for all s in a dense subset of G, it follows that there is a closed subinterval Go of G such that |yÄ(s)| <2e for all sEG0. There exist pi>po and an odd integer ii, Let zi = 2~pl>io+2~pl~2 and let z2 be that integral multiple of 2-pi-s which is closest to 2_po(io+3_1). From (2.1) it can be veri-fied that there is an interval Mt centered at z2 such that if lQMît then xPq(t) =0 for all p, q such that po¿p¿pi+l, qQu-There is an interval Mi centered at zi such that for all tQMi, for all tQMi. Since the interval M'3={tQMi-.t -(zi-z^)QM%\ is also contained in 7, there exists z£ilf3 such that |yA(z)| <e. If p^pi+2, the function xpq is periodic with period 2~v on 20; since z2-Zi is an integral multiple of 2~p, it follows that xpt(z) =xpq(z-z2+zi) whenever p^pi+2. Thus ||yÄ'feI|>c(l-ll€) for all k^Kit and hence ||y*|| = limi||y**|| èc(l-lle).
We have shown that for every e>0 there is an H2 such that ||y*||èc(l-lle) for all h^H2. It follows that lim inf*||y*|| ^c. EK(K(JX)) for each îGco. If x¡¡EK(K(JX)), then x0 would be the «/»-limit of a sequence {wh}h€wQK(JX). For each re, re-1x<,n would be the «»»-limit of the sequence {w"\he^QKn(JnX"); it would then follow that lim infAj|ítíA|¡ èlim inffcll«^!! S; re-1«2 = re for each nEos, contradicting the fact that a «/»-convergent sequence must be bounded in norm. Consequently x0^K(K(JX)), and the proof is complete.
